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Dear editor,
Searchable encryption [1] technology is an effective
method for solving ciphertext keyword searches
in cloud environments. In searchable encryption
schemes, a variety of index structures are used
to improve search efficiency. For example, Xia
et al. [2] designed a dynamic searchable encryp-
tion scheme using a keyword-balanced binary tree,
and the search efficiency was high. Wang et al. [3]
proposed a multi-keyword search scheme based on
an inverted index, which also improved search ef-
ficiency.

However, to provide search results more consis-
tent with a user’s search intentions, the impor-
tance of different query keywords must be distin-
guished. In 2017, Fu et al. [4] proposed the con-
cept of the semantic expansion search of central
keywords. Using a grammatical tree, they de-
signed a keyword weight algorithm to calculate
the weight of each query keyword, then selected
the word with the maximum weight as the central
keyword and utilized the synonyms extension. The
keyword weight and IDF are inserted in the query
vector, rendering the search result more consistent
with the user’s actual search intention. However,
their scheme did not ensure that the search results
contained the central keyword; as such, the search
results may contain other keywords but no central
keyword. Meanwhile, the search process needs to
traverse all the index vectors and calculate the in-
ner product, causing large overhead.

Thus, we propose a central-keyword ranked
search scheme based on a two-stage index. Our
scheme uses an inverted index combined with a
forward index to solve the problems mentioned
above. Compared with a single index method, our
approach can greatly reduce the computation cost
of deriving the vector inner product in the query
process, thereby improving search efficiency. In
addition, for multiple query keywords, we ensured
that the search results contained the central key-
word. Hence, the search results of our scheme are
more accurate.

Model and algorithms. The system model and
framework are shown in Figure 1(a) and (b).
There are three participants: data owners, data
users, and the cloud server. The data owners
are responsible for several tasks; for example, the
pre-processing file set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn}, build-
ing inverted and forward indices, generating the
encrypted two-stage index I, and uploading the
encrypted two-stage index I and encrypted file
set C to the cloud server. To search keywords,
users must obtain the authorization of a data
owner by obtaining the trapdoor generation key
SK and the file decryption key. To search for en-
crypted files corresponding to t query keywords,
users must construct query vectors, encrypt them
using the trapdoor generation key SK, generate
the query trapdoor T , and send them to cloud
servers. The cloud server is responsible for stor-
ing the encrypted data of and providing the key-
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) The system model of TCKSE; (b) the framework of TCKSE scheme; (c) comparison of related
schemes; (d) search time VS the number of documents.

word search service for data users. When receiv-
ing the query trapdoor T from users, the cloud
server searches on the encrypted two stage index
I to derive the file identifier set id, then returns
the encrypted target file to the user according to
file identifiers. Finally, the user decrypts the query
result. The details of the scheme are as follows.

(1) Setup. Input security parameter m, λ,
data owner generates secret key SK(M1,M2, S, k1,

k2), where M1 and M2 are (m + 2) × (m + 2) in-
vertible matrix, S is an (m+2)-bit random vector,
k1, k2 are intermediate keys, k1, k2 ← {0, 1}

λ.

(2) Building the two-stage index. (a) Data
owner extracts the keyword set W = {w1, w2, . . . ,

wm} from the file set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn}, and
generates an inverted index. Next, the keyword
tag twi ← f(wi, k1) and key ke ← f(wi, k2) are
generated for each keyword wi in the inverted in-
dex using the pseudorandom function f(·) : {0, 1}λ

×{0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ. Following this, file tags are
generated for file identifiers corresponding to each
keyword, and the encrypted inverted I1 index is
obtained. (b) A data owner generates an m-bit
index vector v for each file f , if the keyword
wx ∈ W is contained in the file f , insert TF
of keyword wx in the corresponding bit of vector
v, namely vx = TFwx

. Next, the vector is ex-
tended to (m + 2)-bit, where the random number
ε is inserted in the (m + 1)th-bit and the num-
ber 1 is inserted in the (m + 2)th-bit, namely
v′ = (v, ε, 1). Finally encrypts the index vector

v′ by key SK. The index vector v′ is divided into
two vectors v′1, v′2 according to the random vec-
tor S. If Si = 1, v′1i = v′2i = v′i, and if Si = 0,
v′1i =

1
2v

′
i + r, v′2i =

1
2v

′
i − r, where r is a ran-

dom number. Following this, the encrypted index
vector v′′ = (MT

1 ·v
′1,MT

2 ·v
′2) is obtained by the

matrix calculation. Finally, data owner gets the
forward index I2 = {v′′1 , v

′′
2 , . . . , v

′′
n}. (c) The data

owner uploads the two-stage index I = {I1, I2}
and the encrypted file set C to the cloud server.

(3) Generating the query trapdoor.
(a) Data users calculate the keyword weight
{KW1,KW2, . . .} of each query keyword using a
keyword weight algorithm and select the keyword
with greatest weight as the central keyword. The
tag tw is generated for the central keyword w us-
ing the pseudorandom function f(·) : {0, 1}λ ×
{0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ. (b) The m-bit query vector
q is generated, where each bit represents a corre-
sponding keyword in the keyword dictionary, and
the initial value is 0. Next, the weight of each
query keyword is inserted into the query vector
q, namely qi = KWi · IDFi. Following this, the
vector is extended to (m+2)-bit, thereby, provid-
ing q′ = (rq, r, t), where r, t are random num-
ber. Finally, the query vector if encrypted by
splitting the query vector q′ according to S. If
Si = 1, q′1i = 1

2q
′
i + r, q′2i = 1

2q
′
i − r; and if

Si = 0, q′1i = q′2i = q′i. Then the encrypted
query vector Q = (M−1

1 q′1,M−1
2 q′2) is obtained

by the matrix calculation. (c) The query trapdoor
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T = {tw, ke, Q} is uploaded to the cloud server by
the users.

(4) Two-step search. (a) The cloud server
searches the target file tag tf = {tfx, tfy, . . .} in
the inverted index I1 using the central keyword
tag tw. (b) The file tag is decrypted and the file
identifier idx ← Dec(tfx, ke) is retrieved. Next,
the inner product between Q and the index vec-
tor is calculated to derive the relevance score, as
follows:

Score = Q · I2

= (M−1
1 q′1,M−1

2 q′2) · (MT
1 · v

′1,MT
2 · v

′2)

= q′1 · v′1 + q′2 · v′2

= (rq, r, t) · (v, ε, 1)

= r(q · v + ε) + t.

Finally, the encrypted target file set is identi-
fied using the file identifier and the ranked result
is returned to the user.

Scheme analysis. The comparison of related
schemes is shown in Figure 1(c), where n is the to-
tal number of files and r is the number of files con-
taining searched keywords. Our scheme (TCKSE)
and Fu et al.’s scheme (CKSER) both consider
the weight of search keywords and emphasize the
importance of different search keywords, while
MRSE and EliMFS [5] do not. Compared with
these methods, our scheme is more in line with
users’ search intentions. Furthermore, our TCKSE
method and Chen et al.’s EliMFS method both
build the two-stage index structures, the other two
schemes do not adopt this approach. EliMFS em-
ploys bloom filter and locality-sensitive hashing to
generate index vectors and support fuzzy keyword
searches. Our scheme and MRSE [6] use a keyword
dictionary to generate index vectors, which leads
to with higher accuracy, owing to false positives
from the bloom filter. In addition, our scheme and
EliMFS use an inverted index as the first stage in-
dex, meaning the search complexity is O(r), which
is a significant improvement upon the MRSE and
CKSER schemes. Thus, our scheme is more accu-
rate than EliMFS, and is more efficient than both
CKSER and MRSE.

We selected the request for comments file set for
testing. In our experiment, we used 5000 files and
selected 5000 keywords from 5807 extracted key-
words. The programming language is Java and the

machine is Windows 7 system with an Intel Core
i5 CPU (3.0 GHZ, 8 GB RAM). As shown in Fig-
ure 1(d), the search time of MRSE and CKSER
are linearly related to the size of the file set. Be-
cause the cloud server must traverse all file index
vectors to perform a search, the search complex-
ity is O(n). However, due to the two-stage index
structure adopted in our scheme, after a first-stage
index (inverted index) screening, only a few in-
dex vectors are traversed on the second-stage in-
dex to obtain search results; the search complexity
is O(r). Thus, search efficiency is significantly im-
proved.

Conclusion. We investigated a central keyword
search problem based on a two-stage index, which
we constructed by employing inverted and forward
indices. By assigning weights to the keywords
in the query phrase, the central keywords were
selected and subsequently searched on the two-
stage index. Our proposed method ensured that
the search results contained the central keyword.
Moreover, owing to the screening of the first stage
on the inverted index, the computation cost of the
inner product at the second stage was reduced,
thereby minimizing the overall search time.
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